[ Case Study ]
The Thanksgiving Day
Cyber Attack
A Local County’s Response & Recovery Story Utilizing
SecuLore’s Cybersecurity Monitoring

[

The Client

A Local County

]

In November of 2016, a local county government
was concerned about the cyber-posture of
their 9-1-1 system and brought in SecuLore
Solutions for a CyberBenchmark™, an in-depth
cybersecurity assessment. To capture the
county’s current risk, SecuLore’s cybersecurity
network appliance, Paladin™, was connected to
the county’s network for cyber-monitoring.

The Challenge

Phishing + Brute Force Hacking + Ransomware

On Thanksgiving Day in 2016, a highly publicized
ransomware attack called Mamba successfully
shut down San Francisco’s ability to collect fares
for their Municipal Transit Agency, allowing free
rides for customers, but likely costing the city
millions of dollars. Meanwhile, and with far less
public scrutiny, a local county and their Public
Safety Answering Point (PSAP) were targeted by
the very same hacker. The PSAP lost access to
all but two of their 9-1-1 call taking stations, and
local emergency services were threatened.
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The Strategy

[ Monitor + Visualize + Protect ]
After the county identified that they had been infected by ransomware, they notified
the proper authorities, isolated the malware, and asked SecuLore for assistance in
unlocking their systems without paying the ransom. Utilizing the data captured by
Paladin™, the SecuLore team was able to analyze and visualize the network traffic to
get a clear picture of what data was exchanged between the county and the hacker.

What was first believed
to be a successful
phishing attack, was in
fact a cover for the real
infiltration method.
The hacker had sent a phishing
campaign as a smoke screen while
brute force hacking an unpatched
web permit server. Identifying
this hidden infiltration method
lead SecuLore to discover that
the Paladin™ had captured the
encryption key to unlock the county’s
computer systems.
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[

The Solution

Paladin™ - Cybersecurity for 9-1-1

1.
2.
3.
4.

]

Strengthen Security – Conduct an annual CyberBenchmark™
to identify and mitigate vulnerabilities before they are
exploited.
Monitor Cyber Behavior – Visualize communications to see and
verify how your system interact with the outside world.
Capture Critical Attack Data – Identify the infiltration methodology and recover quickly without negotiating with the hacker.
Protect Against Repeat Attacks – Prevent hackers from
exploiting the same unidentified vulnerabilities over-and-over.

The Results

The Key to Recovery
Using the attack data recorded by Paladin™ and the investigative analytics of their
cyber experts, SecuLore was able to identify the entry point of the cyber-attack and
give the encryption key to affected parties, as well as the FBI. SecuLore worked locally
with the impacted county’s IT team to assist with remediation and recovery. Since
then SecuLore has provided ongoing protection to this county with their Paladin
Overwatch™ service and annual in-depth CyberBenchmark™ assessments.
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“

I would recommend
SecuLore Solutions
to any county
that desires to
stay ahead of
the increasing
cyber threats
to our nation’s
local government
Emergency
Communications
infrastructure.
- CIO

”

Impacted Local County

After a hacker successfully executed
a sophisticated ransomware attack
that impacted two public agencies
on opposite sides of the country,
SecuLore
Solutions
provided
intelligence and forensics support
critical to effective response. The
local county decided to increase
their cybersecurity after this incident
and implement multiple Paladins™
in their county and 9-1-1 networks
for ongoing monitoring.

[ Contact ]
SecuLore Solutions
410.305.0234
info@SecuLore.com
www.SecuLore.com
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